
Q2 2019

Quarterly performance (lead series)
+1.1%

2019 performance (lead series)
+23.0%

Performance since inception (lead series)
+25.9%

Number of holdings
14

Net asset value
€ 5,756,564

General Developments
The funds gain of 1.1% over the quarter was the 
result of two write downs on projects active in Fin-
land and Mexico and the revaluation of Ubica Gold, 
active in Nevada, United States.

We decided to pull out of Mexico with Evenio Re-
sources, despite promising early stage exploration 
results, due to a rising uncertainy about the issuance 
of new exploration licenses. The company has refo-
cused to Arizona, United States. Evenio will utilize 
the successfull exploration template created by Da 
Venda Gold, our company active in Nevada, United 
States.

Precious metal prices as well as the price of nickel, 
an important battery metal, are improving. Zinc 
and copper prices are noteably under pressure re-
cently which might be related to a global economic 
slowdown. The fund is well positioned with a 79% 
exposure to precious metals and nickel. 

Junior exploration public capital markets are slowly 

improving with a noteable amount of successfull 
financings closed recently. Further sustained im-
provement of the junior exploration market would 
open up a wider range of possibilities to monetize 
our positions. Nonetheless we still find little to no 
competition in the field of grassroots exploration as 
most public companies remain focused on known 
projects.

During the quarter the fund participated in two 3rd 
party financings namely Inflection Resources and 
Reyna Silver. Subsequent to the end of the second 
quarter we have invested in six 3rd party companies 
with four of those aiming for a public listing during 
the second half of 2019. 

Last but not least: we have appointed David Clark, 
lead geologist of Bonavista Resources, as technical 
advisor to the fund to bolster the strength of our 
technical team. We are extremely pleased improving 
our fund wide intellectual capital with David on 
board. 
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Operational Developments
During the quarter all companies in our portfolio 
started field exploration programs, totalling over 
thirty people in the field exploring, taking samples 
and conducting magnetic surveys. 

Avalon Gold has started exploration in New Bruns-
wick and Nova Scotia with results pending.

Bonavista Resources has conducted an airborne 
EM survey in order to highlight the potential and 
further refine drill targets. Results of this survey 
are pending. Final detailed results of the IP sur-
vey conducted earlier this year are showing good 
correlation with the geology seen at surface. The 
company is currently applying for a permit to strip 
the area around the Hickey's Pond outcrop in order 
to improve surface rock exposure. Discussions with 
multiple groups regarding a transaction are still 
ongoing.  

Early results of the regional exploration conducted 
by Da Venda Gold in Nevada are showing great 

promise with multiple high grade gold (up to 169 
grams per ton) and silver samples. Two areas have 
been secured by staking, more areas are expected to 
be staked during the third quarter. 

Ubica Gold has acquired a high grade gold project-
project in Tuscarora, Nevada. Samples with results 
of over 100 grams gold per ton and 10 kilograms 
silver per ton have been found at surface. Ubica 
will be fasttracking exploration in order to bring 
the project to the drill ready stage by the end of Q1 
2020. 

Rolling Road Resources is making significant prog-
ress in Sweden on its nickel projects, however due 
to competitve reasons we can not elaborate on this 
further at this point in time.

Great Glen Resources has outlined a significant 
zinc anomaly in Ireland, however due to weak zinc 
prices this project will be parked. The claims remain 
in good standing for the next two years.

Outlook
With the current level of activity in the 
field and progress made by the compa-
nies in our portfolio we expect to end 
the year with multiple projects ready 
for a transaction. 

In the background we are developing 
new geological concepts to fill the pipe-
line for 2020. 

Some of our 3rd party investments 
could come to fruition with going pub-
lic transactions especially in an improv-
ing market environment. 
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stage have gener-
ated clear cut drill 
targets and are 
ready for a trans-
action.

First phase ex-
ploration results 
warranted follow 
up work. Company 
is generating drill 
targets with fur-
ther geochemical 
and/or geophysical 
work.

Targets are staked 
and are current-
ly being tested 
systematically 
with teams in the 
field taking large 
amounts of surface 
samples.

Projects at this 
stage have concep-
tual targets. These 
are being tested for 
fatal flaws in the 
field with a team of 
geologists.
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Company
Bonavista Resources

Description
Detailed processing of the IP program 
correlates well with the geology at sur-
face. Notable is the chareability 'bump' 
which connects directly with high 
grade mineralization found at surface 
(20 meters with 9 grams per ton gold) 

Pictures

Company
Ubica Gold

Description
Picture of an extremely high grade 
electrum, native gold and silver chip 
sample from the Tuscarora project.
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Company
Great Glen Resources

Description
Pionjar drilling through the overburden 
enables us to take base of till samples 
through cover.

Pictures

Company
Da Venda Gold

Description
Extensive alteration along a 5 kilometer 
structure on the Mt Tobin project in 
Nevada. 


